# CHIEF JUDGE’S STANDARD REPORT

| Competition: | 8th FAI World Championship of Canopy Piloting  
2nd FAI World Championship of CP Freestyle |
|--------------|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Events:      | Canopy Piloting Classic Events: Accuracy, Speed & Distance  
Canopy Piloting Freestyle Event |
| Place:       | DZ Tanay  
Kemerovo, Russia |
| Date:        | 7 – 15 August 2021 |
| Panel of Judges: | Laughlin, Marylou - CJ  
Tanaskovic, Zeljko– EJ Speed  
Sobczynska, Agnieszka– EJ Distance  
Wagner, Silvia– EJ Accuracy  
Engel, Nina – EJ Freestyle  
Mahadew, Carmen  
Asquith, Vera  
Sotnikova, Julia  
Bleeker, Zurika– The new FAI Judge  
Du Toit, Andrew – Cameras & Additional FAI Judge by Organizer |
| Equipment Used: | In Time Scoring – Work perfectly  
Russian Timing System – very sensitive to rain |
| Details of the Judges Work: (including judging statistics) | • The organizer allowed 2 extra judges because of COVID. One judge did not come at the last moment because of the requirement to quarantine when she returned home.  
• The judges all worked extremely well together as a team.  
• CP Competitors - 45  
• CP Jumps – 360 (3 rounds Speed, 3 rounds Distance, 2 rounds Accuracy)  
• Yellow Cards – 2  
• 2 Injuries  
• 5 Challenges – 0 scores were reversed. 4 of the reviews were 2 to 1 and it must be unanimous to win the Challenge.  
• Freestyle Competitors- 36  
• Freestyle Jumps: 0  
• Jury Requests before start of competition-  
  1) The anemometer did not show wind direction – 5.10.1.3  
  2) Freestyle – Drama Sheets- 6.1.4 |
Rule Changes
Proposals:

Challenge 50 euros – Addition to Section 5: Chief Judge will give the Challenge money to the Jury.

Judge on Video Cameras:
8.2.1.1 – The judge viewing the jump on the video camera system may call for a video review if it is an absolute.

4 Additional judges: 7.1.3.1 ....... The must speak English.

Recording Time: It is necessary to know the time of the jump to find the video of the jump for a video review or a Challenge.
5.1.2. There must be an anemometric wind-measuring system, located in accordance with SC5, §4.3.5. The wind recorder must record the maximum wind and time the for each competitor, which shall be checked at 10 minute intervals. If the winds exceed 5 m/s, it shall be monitored constantly until the winds have remained below 5 m/s for at least 5 minutes. In Zone Accuracy, if the winds exceed 3 m/s, it shall be monitored constantly until the winds have remained below 3 m/s for at least 5 minutes.

Time for Accepting rejump: This rule is a copy paste from Accuracy Landing. In that event a competitor knows their score before making their decision. They do not need to find out what other competitors scored that is the reason for the 10 seconds.
5.10.1.2. In Zone Accuracy and Freestyle, the competitor must accept the achieved score within 10 seconds after receiving this information the score for the jump from the CJ; otherwise a re-jump for this round shall be made.
5.10.1.3. If winds exceed 5 m/s in Speed and Distance or 3 m/s in Zone Accuracy and change direction more than 90 degrees within 2 seconds (as measured and recorded automatically by an electronic device), a competitor landing within 30 seconds after the wind change must be offered a re-jump by the CJ. The competitor’s decision for the re-jump must be made within 10 seconds after receiving the score for the jump from the CJ.

Distance: For clarification:
4.1.2. Drag Distance 50m: To navigate a parachute as far as possible from the entry gate by dragging water at the leading edge of G1 or before G1, .......

Freestyle:
Schedule must include more days so that the zero jumps is not repeated.

Personal remarks:
We finally made it to Tanay after two years! Thank you to Andrey Barabash and Denis Sviridov for hanging in and organizing the Mondial under the amazingly difficult worldwide situations! Thank you for including me as one of the CJs.

• Judges Accommodations were single rooms because of COVID
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- The volunteers were absolutely incredible! I have never worked with such an amazing group of volunteers that supported the judges throughout the entire event!
- The 4 additional persons were knowledgeable, supportive and enthusiastic, however 2 lacked a working knowledge of English.
- Jasper, again trained an efficient team.
- Clair & Dirk are always a privilege to work with.
- More attempts to launch aircraft would have yielded more jumps and possibly the completion of Accuracy.
- The judges did not have a suitable room for our Judges Conference and work off of the course.
- The toilets at the pond must be cleaned daily.
- The announcement could not be heard at the pond.

Name/Signature: Marylou Laughlin  
CP and Freestyle Chief Judge

Date: 24 October 2021